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Speaker and Deputy Speaker, rulings and statements-Cont.
Privilege-Cont.

Judge intimidating member by-Cont.
use power of privilege, committee's prior order of reference
would permit examination of matter, 6183-5

Language
"Bunk", member indicating unparliamentary expression used

instead of, denial, no substantive motion, matter disposed of
with denial, 6403-4

"Deliberately lied", member asked to withdraw remark,
refusal, Chair naming member, 5455-7

"Dishonest", deferring decision, 4746, remark not re substance
of debate but personal reflection, jeopardizing decorum of
House, withdrawn, 4781-2

"Ethics of an alley cat", member may withdraw remark after
examining record, 4728, remark not re substance of debate
but personal reflection, jeopardizing decorum of House,
withdrawn, 4781-2

"Lies and deceptions of Conservatives", determining whether
language reflecting on members, 6127-9, not intended to
reflect upon, matter not to be pursued, 615 1-4

Liberal Party, biennial national convention use of parliament
buildings, etc., deferring decision, 2663-4, 2744, application
for use withdrawn, 2833-4

Member possessing secret security documents, government
demanding return, right to consult solicitor, suggestion Chair
keep documents in interim, 3399-400, not Chair's decision if
security offences committed, member's premises subject to
search only with permission of Chair, Chair will consult
House leaders, matter still hypothetical as no search warrant
issued, motion not proposed, 3402-4, matter to stand in
abeyance, member will not use documents, will consult
solicitor, 3424, member's denial of document possession
disposes of matter, 3471

Member wasting time of House, accusation, not a question of,
5599

Member's allegation that other members and ministers have
speculated against dollar and ministers have broken oath of
secrecy, M. to refer to Privileges and Elections Committee,
5635, allegation withdrawn, matter is closed, 5687

Members, franking privileges, alleged abuse, not within authority
of Chair to intervene in mail, sanction not of procedural
nature but of propriety, not a question of, 4692

Members' offices, alleged bugging
Investigation, extending to constituency offices, deferring

decision, 517, confined to parliament buildings, 602
Investigation, progress, Ottawa police force assisting, etc., 432,

602-3, 607, 695, 749-51, consultants' and Bell Canada
reports, agree possibility of wiretapping, Clark telephone,
874-5, charges laid by Ottawa police force, 4054-5

Prime minister's allegations opposition members bugging own
offices, deferring decision, 604-5, 685, 694, 785, citing
precedents, expression of statement rather than opinion that
illegality occurred, remarks offensive, member asked to
withdraw or clarify, 817-9

Member's remarks
Erroneous re government ordering new Treu trial,

disagreement rather than question of, 6403
Misquoted in motion, no mention of sources, remark must be

withdrawn if not substantiated, withdrawn, 5276
Misquoted, remarks ruled in order, 4119
Outside House, lawsuit filed against, 4973, member claiming

obstructed in performing duties, citing precedents of
extension of proceedings, Chair determining extent of
member's immunity, whether House should take steps to

Speaker and Deputy Speaker, rulings and statements-Cont.
Privilege -Cont.

Member's remarks -Cont.
Outside House, lawsuit filed against-Cont.

interfere with lawsuit or could interfere even if matter
deemed privileged, deferring decision, 5073, member not
obstructed, precedents not clear, motion not substantive, not
a question of, 5411

Member's right to seek re-nomination interfered with, not an
established right, decision deferred, 4031

Members' rights and obligations re conflict of interest matters,
effecting decorum, requesting introduction of legislation, M.
to refer to Privileges and Elections Committee, matter has
been discussed, introduction of legislation forthcoming, matter
not to be pursued, 5719

Members' rights breached by RCMP surveillance, role of Chair,
etc., deferring decision, 3349, minister's denial of surveillance
accepted, allegation of surveillance and minister's denial
referring to privileges and elections committee, deferring
decision, 3575-6, including minister's denial in motion
contrary to precedents, confidentiality of sources and
communications not an established right, member may
rephrase motion, 3607-9, motion rephrased, 3832, no
precedents, surveillance in contempt of House, House alone
competent to decide, Chair doubtful on question, putting
motion to House, 3975-9, agreement on short delay, 3977-9,
motion put, 3988-9

Members' rights re applicability of Official Secrets Act, not
founded on a particular case, referring to rights and
immunities committee, deferring decision, 3472-5, dependent
on reconstituting committee and format of examination, 3520,
examination limited to general study, not necessary to pursue
question further, 3570

Member's statement erroneous, question previously dealt with,
matter not to be pursued, 4746

Minister deliberately misleading the House, member's language
"deliberately misleading" unparliamentary, must be
withdrawn; procedural aspect of question, deferring decision,
3196-9, allegation that House misled intentionally not a
question of, may be raised in proper substantive motion,
matter open for further action, 3293-5

Minister imputing member adverse to interests of francophone
Canadians, 6860-1, imputing motives not in order, member
requested to withdraw remarks, withdrawn, 6904-6, minister
substantiating remarks, notice necessary to raise matter
previously discussed, 6915

Minister imputing member improperly profited from banking
system, personal reflection not relating to subject matter,
minister's withdrawal disposes of matter, 6650-1

Minister misinterpreting member's remarks, disagreement, not a
question of, 5148-9

Minister misleading House
Allegation not question of, may be raised in a proper

substantive motion, matter open for further action, 5113
Destruction of RCMP documents, may be raised after

examination of transcript and minister's re-examination of
matter, 4887

Disagreement in interpretation, not a question of, 5412, 5687-8,
6154, 6187-8, 6526

Minister stating member misled House, disagreement, not a
question of, 6964

Minister violating precepts of ministerial responsibility re RCMP
alleged illegalities, House neglecting other problems, not a
question of, 821-3
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